
We would like to wish our Clients, Children and Staff a safe, relaxing time this summer.  

The opportunity to re-connect with family and friends at picnics, at the cottage, at the 

beach, in your backyard….wherever your vacation takes you.  Perhaps you will be 

cheering for Team Canada at the PAN AM games.  Go Canada!!  The important thing is 

to enjoy every moment. 

 

Good luck to the children who are leaving our centre and embarking on new adventures 

at “Big School”,  perhaps moving to a new home or city.  You go with our very Best 

Wishes. 

 

     RELAX ….REST…..BE SAFE…HAVE FUN!! 

 

Sincerely, 

Eden Daycare Board of Directors 

 

 

“There’s more to life that you’ll 

learn as you go 

Because figuring things out on your 

own helps you  grow 

Just trust in yourself , and you’ll 

climb every hill. 

Say “I think I can!” and you know 

what? 

You will!” 

 

Lessons from  The Little Engine that 

Could 
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TRUST IN THE WORLD AND PEOPLE: Our staff meet the child's need to develop trust in the world 
and people by providing staff who are cheerful and happy to see them each day, and are consistent in 
their classroom conduct.  The rules are always the same.  The day is conducted in a familiar pattern.  
Everything is planned with the child in mind. 
If this is the child's first experience away from home he/she will find it to be one of quiet consistency. 
Staff do not expect too much of a child, but are there to lend support necessary to the child to accom-
plish each new task as they are ready. Eden Daycare Philosophy 
The Infant staff work hard to make every child in the classroom feel safe and secure in their new envi-
ronment.  We try and keep the routine consistent for the children so they know what to expect through-
out the day.  Any of the activities we plan are based on what the children are interested in.  When a child 
starts at daycare for the first week we have them stay for a few hours each day to help them get used to 
the centre, to the teachers, and other children.  We work with the parents to make sure the child’s transi-
tion to daycare goes as smoothly as possible so as to not cause the child too much stress.  The children 
are allowed to bring in a toy or blanket to help them feel comfortable in their new surroundings.  
Throughout the day each child is given individual attention to help them feel special and loved by every-
one at the centre which helps them to trust the teachers and have a sense of belonging in the world. 

Independence and self-reliance is a daily concept we learn in the Junior Toddler 

classroom.  Our furniture is down at the child’s level which promotes children to be 

independent as they choose their own toy or activity off the shelf.  With the excep-

tion of routines, the children are able to use the toys freely within limits.  During 

routines children go to their cubbies and find their own name symbol and get out 

their hat, coat, shoes as it’s all down at their level.  The furniture promotes the chil-

dren to do things for themselves as they come to sit at the table and know which 

table they need to sit at through daily routines.  We help the Junior Toddlers wash 

their hands and they throw away their paper towel in the garbage.  During tidying 

up the teachers sing a song “It’s time to tidy up” which signals to the children that 

is it time to bring the toys to the toy shelf.  The children are encouraged to be inde-

pendent and self reliant through daily tasks with adults available to assist when-

ever needed. 

INDEPENDENCE AND SELF-
RELIANCE: 
Our physical set-up meets a child's 
need to become independent and self-
reliant by allowing free choice of play 
materials, and with the exception of 
routines, free use of these materials 
within limits. 
Cubbies, tables, toy shelves, toilets, 
etc. are all at the child's level.  The 
children are encouraged to be self-
reliant in routines such as dressing, 
toileting, washing, eating, and tidying 
up their playthings.  An adult is avail-
able for assistance when needed, but 
the child is made to feel responsible for 
the job at hand. 
(Eden Daycare’s Philosophy) 

F r o m  o u r  i n f a n t  R o o m  

J u n i o r  T o d d l e r s  
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Our Infants 

enjoying their 

gazebo 



In the Sr. Toddler classroom we focus a lot on language and cognitive skills as they both help build a 

child’s independence. The language skills are not just built through conversations but also through listen-

ing to stories and dramatic play. When we sit down with a child we always try to engage each child in dia-

log daily. This then allows us to role model and practice the proper give and take to a conversation. One or 

more times throughout the day we make time to read stories and sing songs with the children which help 

build on their vocabulary and gives the children a chance to ask questions and explore their world through 

language. A child learns not only by watching but also by doing. In our classroom we also encourage the 

children to ask questions and converse with their peers during play instead of being silent play partners. 

The Sr. Toddler room is never a quiet room as we are always talking and explaining things to the children 

about what we are doing or are about to be doing. All of the language skills also help build on the cogni-

tive skills as you cannot have one without the other. Each day the toy shelf and tables are well stocked 

with toys that get the children thinking and talking. Through our daily observations of the children we bet-

ter stock the toy shelf or gear our circles to better engage the child as to what they are interested in and 

what they want to know about the world around them. An engaged child is a focused child and this means 

they will absorb more of the information put in front of them. The toy shelf is also then stocked with a va-

riety of different types of toys to help build on all areas, for example we will not just put out a bunch of 

different types of building materials one day but instead will put out puzzles, fine motor toys, sorting toys 

and many other types of toys. The variety of toys keeps the children interested and always busy moving 

from one thing to the next. With a well stocked toy shelf and lots of conversations throughout the day our 

children’s language and cognitive skills get a daily work out building them stronger and stronger. With 

strong language and cognitive skills the children can do more for themselves or use their words to better 

have their needs meet.  

SELF WORTH ENCOURAGING EACH CHILD TO REACH 
THEIR MAXIMUM POTENTIAL: 
Each child is an individual and treated as such.  The group is 

small enough so that no child is overlooked.  The child is not rushed into an activity for which he/she may be 
unprepared.  Routines are conducted by guiding small numbers of children from one activity to another; the 
child accomplishes each task at his/her own rate.  At the end of each day the child leaves with a feeling of 
satisfaction.  (Eden Daycare Philosophy)                 
In the Junior Preschool Room the children are excited to accomplish the small things: helping a peer tidy up; 
putting on or taking off their own coat; walking with the group to the washroom; using the toilet successfully; 
and being able to choose which activities to participate in.  These “small things” throughout the day lead to a 
sense of accomplishment and satisfaction for a job well done.  They also help to build a child’s self-esteem 
and a sense of self-worth.  The children are encouraged to express their wants and needs...the ability to ex-
press those needs (verbally or non-verbally) helps to ensure that each child is heard.  The ability to speak for 
oneself ensures that they are able to choose which activities to do and also which peers to play with.  Some-
times a few quiet moments with a staff member reading a book helps to regenerate and feel valued.  The Jun-
ior Preschoolers are a happy-go-lucky bunch that love to fend for themselves and are easily directed. 

S e n i o r  T o d d l e r s  

J u n i o r  P r e s c h o o l  

GROWING IN LANGUAGE AND COGNITIVE SKILLS: 
The program is planned to enhance language and cognition.  Our themes are developed over a period of a week or two and planned 
to coincide with the events of the season and the interests of the children. 
As the age range is broad, each group must have specific plans to provide age appropriate materials.  For example, should a theme 
be more appropriate to the preschoolers and not the toddlers, another topic suitable to the toddler level will be substituted. 
Puzzles used for spatial concepts, matching, sorting, seriation, and counting games are provided.  Science concepts are taught and a 
science table set up.  Books are available.  Stories, poems, songs, games and finger plays are used daily for language development. 
(Eden Daycare Philosophy) 



.  A SENSE OF ACCOMPLISHMENT: 
At Eden Daycare accomplishment is not seen as the primary goal, rather 
effort is encouraged.  The child strives for accomplishment as he/she enjoys 
the encouragement and the approval of the teachers and peers. 
Artwork is valued for the effort, and soon the child begins to make recogniz-
able objects that he/she can put a name to.  The adult always finds some-
thing to praise in the child's work, which in turn gives him/her a sense of ac-
complishment.  The child is commended for any progress, however slight. 
(Eden Daycare Philosophy) 
“I did it!!” is a chorus heard through all classes at Eden as the children work 
to learn new skills.  Each week all parents are given a communication book 
for their child which gives a snapshot of something that their child has 
worked on during the week.  This gives the parents a chance to converse 
with their child about some of the things they have worked on or accom-
plished. 

Summer Events 

Water Play days:  Toddler play-

ground every Tuesday Senior 

playground every Wednesday-

Watch the bulletin board out-

side your child’s class for other 

special events planned for the 

summer. 
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Summer is the 

ideal time to 

create some free 

time in your 

schedule  to 

enjoy leisurely 

family time.  

Experiencing success early on 

improves self-efficacy. Tasks need 

to be challenging enough to keep 

the child's interest, but not so 

difficult that they become frustrat-

ing. To truly grasp a skill or task, a 

child needs to experience a level of 

difficulty while trying to learn it. 

After putting in the effort and suc-

ceeding, a child is motivated to try 

newer, more challenging tasks. 

Overcoming challenges also 

builds a child's resilience when 

encountering more challenging 

tasks; instead of feeling anxious, 

the child is more likely to persist. 

 

Self Efficacy in Children 

From Hospital for Sick Kids 

 

N e w s l e t t e r  T i t l e  

Our resource cupboard is full of materials to 

keep the children engaged.  Items are rotated in 

each class on a bi-weekly basis. 

...soon the child begins to 
make recognizable objects 
that he/she can put a name 
to.... 

“Mystic Drums” visits Eden during 

the summer 2014 



THE INITIATIVE, IMAGINATION, AND COURAGE TO FACE THE SITUATION: 
The creative part of the program is planned to meet a child's need to develop initiative, imagination and the cour-
age to face situations.  The child is given no set patterns to follow when working with paint, paper, playdough, 
markers, or any creative media; the children may use these materials the way they wish. 
Dramatic toys (doll centre, blocks, puppets, etc.) stimulate the child's imagination.  Using these toys the child en-
joys role-playing, building houses, roads, etc.  No one tells him/her what must be constructed. 
Children learn courage from their failures and self esteem from their successes.  Socially they learn that if one is disagreeable, 

one is not welcomed by friends, they learn either to play alone or play agreeably. A child soon learns the consequences of his/

her own actions . (Eden Philosophy) 

In the JK/Pre classroom, art materials are available throughout the day.  We encourage children to use their own ideas as to how they want to 

use the material.  However, some days, a creative activity is planned and the material is presented to the children.  How the children use the 

materials is up to the individual child. However creativity and imagination  are not just limited to art.  Children in the JK/Pre always have 

access to more than one type of block.  We have placed the large wooden blocks against the dramatic area.  This allows the children who are 

playing in the dramatic centre to extend their play by adding a ‘car’ or an ‘airplane’ or whatever they imagine and create. Smaller blocks also 

allow children to build whatever comes to mind.  There are no set patterns.  Wooden planks and lego (just to name a few) allow children to 

build structures of their own which fosters creativity in a fun and exciting way. 

 

NUTRITION 
The Centre provides a nutritious mid-day meal and morning and afternoon snack. The 

menu is based on Canada=s Food Guide.  Menus are posted to assist the parent with 

their own menu planning at home.  All meals are prepared on the premises by a cook. ** 

Eden Daycare is inspected by Peel Public Health Inspectors and displays the Peel 

Health Inspection Summary.** (from Eden Daycare Parent Policy) 

Our menus are reviewed by a registered dietitian and are available on this website 

for review at any time.  We offer a variety of foods from the four food groups for 

our morning and afternoon snacks as well as lunch. 

P r e s c h o o l / k i n d e r g a r t e n  

F r o m  J o a n n e ’ s  K i t c h e n  
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Snacks can play an important role 

in managing kids' hunger and 

boosting nutrition. A well-timed 

snack can even out spikes in 

hunger and provide a much-

needed energy boost between 

meals.Snacks can keep younger 

children from getting so hungry 

that they become cranky, and 

they can keep older kids from 

overeating at larger meals. And 

for picky eaters of all ages, 

snacks can be added insurance 

that they're getting the necessary 

nutrients.http://kidshealth.org/

parent/nutrition_center/

Grocery shopping 

is done every 

Monday. 

That’s a lot of 

food! 


